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Towards New Forms of Participatory Technology
Development

JOHAN SCHOT

ABSTRACT Technical change is crucial for sustainable development. Yet, it is unclear what kind of
technology policy would suit such development. In this article constructive technology assessment (CTA)
is oÚered as a model. CTA proposes broadening design by bringing together all interested parties early
on and throughout the design process. CTA activities are not automatically directed at substantive goals
such as those incorporated in the notion of sustainable development. The purpose of CTA is to shape
technology development processes in such a way that social aspects are symmetrically considered in the
process itself. To evaluate and shape CTA processes three criteria are oÚered: anticipation, re�exivity and
social learning. These criteria are applied to three case-studies to illustrate their usefulness.

Introduction1

Technology poses a perplexing dilemma in the sustainable development debate: it seems
to promise both limitless potential for bene� t and it has already demonstrated almost
limitless ability to produce harm. The quantity of scienti� c and technological knowledge
amassed and translated into practical applications during World War II fostered a global
optimism about the great bene� ts of technology. However, many of those once promising
technologies have negative side-e Ú ects, many of them appearing long after the � rst
application of the technology, as they have with nuclear energy, radiation e Ú ects,
industrial by-products and environmental pollution. Technological solutions to those
technological problems have frequently proven insu Ý cient, just as chimney � lters and
catalytic converters have barely made a dent in environmental pollution problems.

During the last 20 years, technology assessment (TA) has been widely adopted for
mapping the probable consequences of various technological options.2 Yet, TA conducted
by technical experts has proven ine Ú ective at predicting social responses or unexpected
consequences associated with many technologies. Participatory technology assessment is
a more recent response to that challenge, bringing public values and opinions into the
assessment of technologies. Both conventional TA and participatory TA assess the impact
of speci� c technology options that have already been designed and thus their primary
focus is on shaping public policy and not on changing the technology itself. Implicit in
this approach to technology is the assumption that the creation or design of technology
is an insular and self-generating activity; the public’s role is in shaping, through policy
and regulation, how that technology will be applied.
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Constructive technology assessment (CTA) is based on di Ú erent assumptions about the
nature of technology development, social values and subsequent outcomes.3 Proponents of
CTA assume that the design process itself is in� uenced by the interests and values of all
individuals, whether technical experts or not, who participate in designing and developing
a technology. They also contend that end users (as well as other interested parties) make
valuable contributions to the design process, even opening up new areas of innovation.
CTA proposes bringing together all interested parties early in the design process, far
earlier than other types of participatory TA do. Thus, in CTA, technology is assessed
from many points of view throughout the entire process of design and redesign, and the
interests of all parties can be incorporated in the design from the beginning.

It is by integrating the perspectives of many interest groups throughout the develop-
ment process that CTA may be of greatest utility in sustainable development e Ú orts. The
current debate on sustainable development castes technology in two roles, either as
culprit, consuming resources faster than they can be replenished or producing adverse
side e Ú ects, or as a saviour, multiplying productivity far in excess of growing demand or
producing ‘miracle cures’.4 Those who see technology as the problem argue that a ‘social
� x’ or value change that reins in consumption to a sustainable level is the solution.5 Yet,
raising social and cultural issues in relation to technology is extremely di Ý cult. As Alan
Irwin has argued, the emphasis on social equity and citizen participation is generally
swept away whenever � rms and governments begin to tackle issues of sustainable
development. There is little room in existing procedures and institutions for building
upon the knowledge and values of the general public and speci� c users.6 The CTA
approach creates opportunities for a broader set of actors to embed new needs and values
in material (technology) realities and vice versa. This could be a major contribution itself
to sustainable development.

In the � rst section, this paper presents the general concepts of CTA that di Ú er most
strikingly from other forms of TA, and then discusses three features that proponents of
CTA consider to be essential to the process: anticipation of potential technological
interactions and adverse side-e Ú ects; re� exivity; and the process of social learning. The
second section brie� y discusses three occasions in the Netherlands when CTA played a
role. In the � rst, a Dutch technology assessment institution introduced the idea of CTA
and then eventually withdrew from a prominent public role in fostering it. In the second,
a sustainable technology development programme planned CTA as an integral part of
their programme but used it in very limited areas. In the third case, a redesign of the
infrastructure for the Rotterdam harbour included many CTA principles without invoking
them explicitly. The concluding section examines the degree to which anticipation,
re� exivity and social learning played an e Ú ective role in these instances, and discusses
how we might improve future CTA endeavours by identifying and fostering these aspects
of the CTA process.

Features of CTA

CTA was developed in the Netherlands in response to a diagnosis that current methods
of technology management, especially TA methods, had failed (see section on Dutch TA
below). These methods did not improve the integration of technology and society. It was
concluded that such an integration cannot be achieved through TA alone. Rather, the
fundamental character of the design process needs to change, broadening to encompass
social aspects and actors. Ultimately, such a broadening could lead to a change in the
current pattern of technology management (which is to sponsor development and regulate
application). 7 The initiators of CTA based their ideas on analysis of historical cases of
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broadening design (or lack of broadening) and theories of technical change drawn from
evolutionary economics and the history and sociology of technology. This has not only
resulted in the development of the CTA perspective, but also in the development of a
new theory combining economic and sociological insights into a quasi-evolutionary and
multi-level model of technical change.8

A basic tenet of CTA is that the design of technological development should be a
broader, interactive process including a variety of societal actors in addition to technical
experts. The e Ú ect of broadening the design process is that the designers’, users’, citizens’
and policy makers’ ideas and values are articulated quite early, and are negotiated and
renegotiated throughout the course of the technology development process (which is itself
a process of constant design and redesign). This will counteract the prevalent tendency
to organize technology development in a basically linear fashion (from development, to
market introduction, to regulation) and will allow for more continuous evaluation and
modi� cation of new technologies in the making.

The actors involved in CTA fall roughly into three or four categories. First, technology
actors are those who invest in and maintain technology development programs. Secondly,
societal actors are those who experience the impact of technologies new and old, such as
users, citizens and workers. Thirdly, regulating actors are those who develop rules and
represent some kind of general interest. In CTA processes, we often see a fourth type of
meta-actor, who is responsible for facilitating and modulating interactions among the
other type of actors. These categories are useful for analytical purposes only; in practice,
actors may � t in more than one category. For example, various government agencies
may be located in any category.

The creation of interaction among various kinds of actors in technology development
is the � rst and most important step in any CTA process. This interaction can be quite
di Ú use, and does not need to involve bringing speci� c actors together in one room. A
recent overview of CTA de� ned technology forcing as a generic CTA strategy because it
can, if designed and implemented in an appropriate way, stimulate di Ú use interaction
and co-production of new technologies, implicated user needs, and societal impacts
among technology developers, societal actors and regulators.9

The idea of CTA can be taken up and implemented by many actors, although not
necessarily in the same way. Producers of a new technology, consumer organizations,
and speci� c government agencies, such as ministries or technology assessment agencies,
face very di Ú erent opportunities and constraints.10 Given the lack of institutional room
for integrating design and societal impacts and the di Ý culty actors have in appreciating
a broad range of perspectives and technical criticism, further development of CTA
usually depends upon the support of meta-actors interested in its implementation.
E Ú ective proponents of CTA include those in companies with a mission to do boundary
spanning work with users and societal groups, government agencies developing technology
policies and technology assessment, and consumer platforms committed to discuss
technology impacts.

We can ask the question: What kind of value pro� le will these catalysts for CTA
develop? Broadening of design can become an empty phrase if one does not specify goals
or measures that would guide designers of CTA activities and their evaluators. CTA
activities are not automatically directed at such substantive goals as sustainable develop-
ment, the reduction of environmental pollution, or creation of more privacy. Thus, for
instance, the development of wind energy or a security system to guard against bank
fraud cannot be automatically labelled as CTA.

The purpose of CTA is to shape technological development processes in such a way
that social aspects—in the long run—are symmetrically considered. By broadening design,
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technology development becomes more transparent and more compliant to the wishes of
various social actors. Actors will address the social e Ú ects that are relevant to them. In a
society where CTA processes have become the norm and are institutionalized, technology
developers and those likely to be a Ú ected by the technology will be in a position to
negotiate about the technology. An ability to formulate sociotechnical critique and
contribute to design will become widespread. Resistance to speci� c social aspects will not
be viewed as technophobia, but as a signal that further work is needed to optimize a
design or achieve a better � t in society.

CTA embraces broadening as an end in itself and it accepts uncertainty about
substantive outcomes. However, it is based on the assumption that CTA practices will
eventually lead to better outcomes, in the sense that new technological practices, including
hardware, knowledge and user behaviour, etc., will produce outcomes more widely
acceptable, with fewer adverse e Ú ects than previously. What is desirable and what is not,
is de� ned as part of the process of CTA and is not a � xed objective dictated in advance
of the CTA.

Many technology assessment activities and discussions on public participation in
technological development are guided by a wish to enhance democracy. However, these
calls for more democracy are often not guided by a clear de� nition of the concept and
seem to assume that any form of public participation will lead to a more democratic
procedure. In the last few decades several attempts have been made to develop criteria
for assessing the democratic content of various participatory practices and to connect
those criteria and practices to political theories on democracy.

For example, Laird has discussed two sets of normative criteria for two di Ú erent views
on democracy.11 A pluralistic view of the actions of interest groups assumes that citizens
join and support groups to further the interest of the group, and democratic governance
is the free interaction among these groups. A pluralistic view assumes that interest groups
are the most e Ú ective political force. Citizens further their own interests best by joining
an interest group and striving for fair distribution of bene� ts and burdens through the
power of the citizen’s groups. A direct participation view, in contrast, assumes that
democratic governance relies heavily on full participation by individuals. The emphasis
is on the educational and psychological e Ú ects that the participatory activity has on the
participants. Truly democratic participation enables individuals to become fully developed
citizens instead of members of an interest group.

Accordingly, pluralism predicts that democracy will be increasingly successful as more
groups enter the policy process and as these groups participate in a meaningful way and
learn from the process. The direct participation view predicts that democracy will be
increasingly successful as increasing numbers of individuals enter the process as lay people
(non-experts), their understanding improves, all participants gain equal access to resources,
and individuals develop in� uence on � nal decisions. Although CTA proponents seek to
expand participation of interest groups in the design process, they have not placed
democratic criteria as a prominent goal in the development of the CTA perspective. Yet,
it is clear that the implementation of CTA practices will enhance the democratic nature
of the design process for both individuals and groups.

Criteria for Measuring the Quality of CTA

Three criteria are proposed for qualitatively monitoring CTA practices as they are
implemented in actual design situations: (1) anticipation, (2) re� exivity and (3) social
learning. These criteria refer to crucial mechanisms that create opportunities for actors
(governments, � rms, societal groups) to relate technical and social issues. These criteria
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di Ú er clearly from quality measures used in the literature on democratic technological
design and participatory TA literature. The criteria used for evaluating the CTA process
are intended to monitor whether the design process itself is changing, or whether a
modulation of the network and actual content of the interaction is required.12 By contrast,
criteria for evaluating the democratic process tend to emphasise the mechanisms for
inclusion of actors in the public policy process. I see both sets of criteria as complementary
rather than mutually exclusive.

Anticipation

In the prevalent method of consumer research, manufacturers design new products and
then ask potential consumers to respond to prototypes or product ideas. Users are not
o Ú ered any space in which to come up with their own ideas. Car users, for example, are
invited to car ‘clinics’ to try out the latest model and � ll in structured questionnaires.
They are not asked to de� ne the problems themselves or encouraged to experiment with
various creative modes of mobility. Consequently, when questionnaires ask only about
comfort, speed and acceleration, consumers seem to want only more comfort, speed and
acceleration capacity in new cars. As a broad generalization, those who design technol-
ogies focus � rst on the hardware and then react to market signals and social e Ú ects as
they occur, thus leading to ad hoc problem solving.13 Conversely, when users, social groups
and citizens participate in the design process, they are more likely to anticipate the
potential social issues in a design project at a much earlier stage and to bring it up for
discussion.

In 1995, in a reversal of the typical scenario, residents of Groningen in the Netherlands,
organised four workateliers (workshop with intensive interaction) to help design solutions
to the city’s persistent problems with tra Ý c congestion. The workateliers developed
projections for making Groningen an accessible city in the future, as well as a number of
innovative and feasible tra Ý c systems.14 However, the tra Ý c system designers were not
present at the discussions, so there was no opportunity for the lay participants and the
tra Ý c engineers to interact. A basic premise in CTA is that all design contributors, users
and designers are stimulated to consider possible synergies between design, market
conditions and social e Ú ects. Without that interaction, the essential purpose of CTA is
eliminated.

Despite the emphasis in CTA on the value of anticipating future consequences, there
is no presumption that all social e Ú ects are predictable. On the contrary, we must assume
that technological development is non-linear and unpredictable. During development, all
kinds of unexpected side roads and branchings emerge. Path dependencies will appear;
certain solutions chosen to � t local requirements will continue to drive technological
development. Nevertheless, this unpredictability does not mean that anticipation is
impossible or is senseless. New analytical methods can address the non-linear and
capricious character of technological development and build upon the notion of path
dependencies.15

The unpredictability of technological development has two implications for CTA.
First, project managers will need to organize anticipation as a regular activity during
both design and implementation, as unforeseen e Ú ects emerge and unanticipated inter-
actions take place. Jelsma and Rip advise � rms to organize trajectories for anticipating
social e Ú ects as early as possible and coping with important consequences, alongside
product development trajectories.16 Secondly, the technology development process should
be structured � exibly so that choices can be deferred or altered. If � exibility and
alternation are built into the standard design process, e Ú ectively the ‘things’ themselves
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will take on the form of an experiment that is more open to input from social actors.
Herbold has shown how the design of a disposal site allowed subsequent changes to
reduce risk in later stages. This gave designers and social groups the time to negotiate a
de� nition of a safe site.17

Re�exivity

When the design process includes many interested parties in addition to technical design
experts, the potential social e Ú ects associated with speci� c technical options emerge far
earlier and more clearly than they do under current practices. This occurs because actors
inevitably make explicit their own perspectives, while negotiating design concepts within
a diverse design team. The e Ú ects that emerge depend not only on the technical designers’
ideas and values, but also on the interactions among the various social actors and the
context within which these actors operate. The purpose of CTA is to encourage actors
to recognize their own and others’ perspectives and to understand that every design
option simultaneously creates potential social e Ú ects, desirable and undesirable, as it
develops a technological option. Re� exivity, as it is used in this paper and elsewhere in
the literature on CTA, refers to the ability of actors to consider technology design and
social design as one integrated process and to act upon that premise.

Although CTA may ease the path to consensus by bringing interest groups together
early in design phases, it makes no claim to eliminating controversy. In fact, CTA may
provoke controversy earlier than expected as implicit scripts are made explicit and
compared early in the design process. In societies where controversies are a normal part
of the process of technology assessment and mechanisms exist for con� ict resolution, that
is not necessarily a problem.18 However, e Ú orts to resolve controversies in a project can
easily divert the project from CTA principles. In analyses of controversies and methods
of con� ict resolution, Jelsma and Wynne found that attempts are often made to suppress
re� exivity.19 Con� ict resolution tactics often separate technical facts from assumptions
about the social reality in which the technologies will function and severely restrict
discussion of alternative solutions that would not involve the technology in question. The
controversies are defused and the separate parts, technology design and social impact,
can be relegated to the appropriate sectors of society: technology development and
regulation of technology application.

Societal Learning Processes

New technologies evolve in a mutual learning process: technological options, user
preferences and necessary institutional changes are not given ex-ante, but are created and
modi� ed along the way. Many historical case studies have shown how user demands and
regulatory requirements are articulated and expressed during the development process
itself, in interaction with the technological options available. Producers gain new perspect-
ives on their technologies from their customers and design modi� cations in response. For
example, at the beginning of this century, automobile producers found no articulated
demand for automobiles, so they gradually learned to distinguish which product attributes
were most relevant to their customers.20 During this ongoing exchange, professional users,
user � rms and end-users all played an active role.21 As another example, early telephone
customers used the telephone for chatting and other social purposes, while the telephone
companies tried to reduce what they viewed as unnecessary and frivolous use. Telephone
companies marketed the telephone service as a practical business and household tool,
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and it took some time before they realized the market potential of social talk, a use found
and propelled by consumers.22

In current design processes, options for mutual learning processes are often not fully
captured because of a prevailing tendency to optimize technology � rst, then check for
user acceptance and � nally for regulatory � t. Of course, no design process is strictly linear
and it does include planned feedback mechanisms. Feedback also arrives unexpectedly, as
problems during application force redesign.23 However, such adjustments rarely change
the pervasive assumption that design and development have to focus � rst on optimizing
technology before specifying and detailing markets and social e Ú ects.

We can think of learning as occurring on two levels. First order learning refers to the
ability to articulate existing market demands (user preferences) and regulatory require-
ments and to connect conclusions to design features. Second-order learning involves
questioning existing preferences and requirements in order to accommodate development
of more radical sustainable technology development.24 High quality CTA engages actors
in both forms of learning.

Development of CTA by a Dutch TA Institution

In a policy memorandum issued in 1984, the Dutch government called for an innovative
approach to TA that would di Ú er from the conventional expert analysis of potential
impacts, often based on complex models. The new role for TA was to stimulate awareness
of how applications of new technologies might meet individual users’ or societal needs,
to assist in articulating those needs and to provide input in strategic decision-making
along the way. This new form of TA would be organized as a continuous resource
integrated in decision-making processes.25

The 1984 policy memorandum led to the establishment of the Netherlands Organi-
sation Technology Assessment (NOTA) in 1986. The installation decree described TA as:

‘The entirety of activities and methods applied to that end to study as early as
possible the various aspects and consequences of a technological or scienti� c
development for (various groups in) society, preferably coherently, with the purpose
to embed technology or a discipline involved in society.’

NOTA ended up using this shorter working de� nition of TA: ‘TA is the systematic
identi� cation, analysis and evaluation, directed at decision-making, of the consequences
of the introduction and use of science and technology.’ 26

These initial, broad de� nitions embraced many types of activities as part of new TA
and allowed much of NOTA’s early work to be an exploration of its mission and clients.
The development of the CTA perspective was part of this search. In the early phases it
was not clear how the NOTA should assign priority to all the clients they were asked to
serve. Which decision-making process deserved the NOTA’s greatest attention and
devotion of resources? Some stressed that the government ministries or Parliament should
have � rst claim to the NOTA’s resources and loyalties, while others pressured the NOTA
to organize public debates addressing a wider public. Still others wanted to focus the
NOTA’s e Ú orts on directly in� uencing the development of technology through CTA.

In this early period, the NOTA developed and articulated several new approaches to
TA simultaneously, with its contributions to CTA serving as an important catalyst in the
� eld. NOTA commissioned research, supported conceptual work among academics,
sponsored workshops and published a number of studies. In one study, the NOTA
recommended that every technology subsidy programme devote at least 1% of all funding
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to incorporating TA impact studies into decision making from the start.27 In another
study, the NOTA concluded:

This programme illustrated that it is quite feasible, and indeed pertinent, that
developers of technology enter discussions with other concerned parties in society
during the actual designing process and by doing so contribute toward the further
development and introduction of the new technology.28

This conclusion encouraged the NOTA to start a major project, designated PRISMA, to
stimulate the introduction of environment-friendly technologies in � rms.

This project appeared to have substantial impact. A number of � rms made allowances
for environmental aspects in their design processes. PRISMA also in� uenced the ministries
responsible for clean technology programmes to shift their emphasis from end-of-pipe
solutions to preventive technologies instead. Some � rms began to proactively integrate
environmental issues. This was a learning process and it led to more measurement (and
anticipation) of environmental impacts on a continuing basis. Business organizations
began to recognize the incorporation of environmental issues as a business opportunity
and as a necessary step for remaining competitive in future markets. The development
of more radical designs that would entail discussion with environmental groups and
interaction with users did not occur. PRISMA increasingly focussed on numerous small-
scale and easily-adopted solutions.29 This might relate to the fact that PRISMA did not
substantially broaden the design processes, or develop re� exivity among its participants:
technical aspects remained separated from social aspects in a checklist developed to
enumerate individual barriers for change.

A 1992 evaluation of NOTA concluded that NOTA should have a stronger orientation
toward serving Parliament and public debate. This evaluation was a pivot point for
NOTA, in practice as well as in conceptual identity. In the organization, newly renamed
the Rathenau Institute, CTA received less attention, although Rathenau sta Ú continued
to conduct infrequent though important work in this area. Rathenau focussed instead on
developing forms of participatory technology assessment, organizing consensus confer-
ences and public debates, identifying various policy options and producing reports for
Parliament, newly de� ned as its primary client.

The Rathenau Institute demonstrated expertise in its new role with the successful
organization of a public debate in 1993 on transgenic animals, modelled after Danish
consensus conferences on biotechnology. In this three-day consensus conference, a well-
prepared panel of 15 lay people posed questions to experts whom they had invited. The
conclusions of the debate were laid down in a closing statement. Rathenau clearly had a
new mission and a newly de� ned client, and development of CTA could no longer serve
as a primary pursuit. Recent work at Rathenau has mainly focussed on participatory TA
and not CTA.

Explicit CTA: The Dutch Sustainable Technology Programme

The Dutch Sustainable Technology Programme30 began in 1993 when it became
clear that incremental development of technologies would never lead to sustainable
development. To ful� l consumer demand in the coming 50 years, eco-e Ý ciency of
production and consumption would have to increase by a factor of between 10 and 50.
Although huge technological transformations take decades, the Dutch government wanted
to start working on the problem through the Sustainable Technology Programme (DTO).
This programme was explicitly conceived as a CTA process, at least by one of the main
initiators.31 The Dutch government proposed to move towards sustainable technology
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through a communicative and productive interaction between technology developers,
governmental agencies, future users and others directly and indirectly a Ú ected by the
application of these technologies.

The programme was intended to produce only a written plan that could be adopted
by � rms and other technology developers during a follow-up process. Theoretically, the
de� nition of needs, directions and possible solutions would co-evolve from beginning to
end in what was labelled ‘illustration processes’, a sequence of steps with workshops and
studies. In practice, however, most illustration processes were geared to technology
developers, and users and citizens did not participate at all. In part, this was because
programme managers felt pressured to come up with promising, concrete technological
options to attract businesses, when businesses provided the only access to sustained
funding. In addition, the individuals managing illustration projects were not trained in
CTA and did not share the same perspectives on the social dimensions of technical
change. On the contrary, they believed in technology � xes for what they perceived as
strictly technical problems.

Social and cultural aspects of sustainable development were studied in a small,
separate programme, isolated from the illustration processes. Despite the isolation, the
programme was very successful in creating a new vision of the need to go beyond small
and incremental steps, and in conveying to various ministries and industrial � rms the
imperative need at times for revolutionary technological change (and � xes.)

One of the illustration processes consciously involved users and environmental groups
in an explicit adoption of CTA principles. Various government ministries, as well as Gist
Brocades and Unilever, supported this illustration process. The central question was
whether it was possible to create appealing, novel protein foods that could displace meat
and relieve pressure on the environment. Representatives of universities, marketing
organizations, supermarkets, � rms, consumers, environmental organizations and minis-
tries met three times to discuss such a replacement. They did produce a document
stipulating minimum standards for new meat substitutes, describing what market prospects
existed for such novel foods and suggesting further steps representatives could take.
Subsequently, several of the participating � rms and universities did create new R&D
programmes to further develop some of the proposed technological options. In this sense,
the programme was highly successful. How would we judge this process from a CTA
perspective?32

The novel protein illustration process was implemented according to a method based
on the CTA perspective, called Toekomstbeelden voor Consumenten (TvC, Future Images for
Consumers) developed by SWOKA (Institute for Strategic Consumer Research).33 In a
series of meetings, representative organizations spoke as advocates for the future needs of
consumers and the environment, while representatives of the groups involved in the novel
protein design project tried to reach consensus about what should characterize optimal
solutions for perceived problems. These solutions had to be acceptable solutions to the
problems that the users perceived, not just that the producers and others perceived. All
parties involved made explicit their images of future use and negotiated about various
aspects (attitude, taste, values, expected � rst responses of consumers).

The TvC evaluation helped redirect R&D e Ú orts on novel protein foods when it
became apparent that technology developers had not paid enough attention to the issue
of taste and texture of the projected product. The evaluation study concluded that the
participants in the novel protein illustration project had developed a deeper understanding
of the various issues at stake, a better appreciation of the opportunities and constraints
presented by other parties and a longer term planning horizon. Intensive interactions
during the process led participants to reconsider their own assumptions, and members of
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environmental and consumer organizations felt they had built their levels of competence
and would be better equipped to deal with biotechnological issues adequately in the
future. The design options chosen for further development were credible options and
suitable for the next steps in implementation.

In the Dutch Sustainable Development Project, which mandated CTA as a crucial
element of the development process, CTA practices appeared erratically. Some design
processes did broaden, albeit only on an ad-hoc basis. The broadening did lead to
anticipation of social e Ú ects and � rst order learning about a number of relevant aspects.
Second order learning never surfaced, however. Food values were never discussed and
the entire process was aimed at reaching a consensus. Re� exivity did emerge because
di Ú erent types of actors related speci� c design options to social aspects and they discussed
various alternatives. Yet, food use was only considered in a static way. The possibility of
a co-evolution of technology and user needs and values was never really incorporated.

Implicit CTA: Expansion of a Dutch Harbour34

In April, 1996 the Dutch cabinet announced that it would experiment with a new, open
planning process in dealing with the major ecological consequences of a proposed new
Rotterdam harbour (Tweede Maasvlakte). One year would be reserved for debate on so-
called ‘problem recognition’. A separate organization (VERM), in collaboration with the
public, would determine whether a new infrastructure was truly necessary. In a routine
planning procedure, the government would develop a plan that would go through a
process of public hearings.

The government had recently been accused of being out of touch with the views of
the public, when it had pushed through construction of the Betuwelijn, an unpopular
new main freight line from Rotterdam to Germany, despite public opposition. In
recognition of this legitimacy crisis, the government invited advice on how to increase
positive public awareness and political legitimacy for future infrastuctural works. They
decided to use the Rotterdam harbour case for experimenting with a problem recognition
discussion.

Together with the relevant ministries, interest groups and other public (lay) participants
were called upon in initial consultation rounds consisting of public discussions, werkateliers ,
telephone interviews, expert meetings, questionnaires and roundtable discussions, to take
stock of ‘the nature, extent and urgency’ of the space and congestion problem and the
expected e Ú ects of various solutions. The results were used in the � nal project decision
before it was sent through a normal planning procedure. The participants in the open
planning process were not directly involved in the � nal project decision. This decision
was, however, presented in a meeting and discussed. This dialogue was the last phase in
an intensive process of iterative discussions with many participants.

How can we evaluate this process from a CTA perspective? Although the process was
not designed as a CTA process, it can be seen as de facto CTA. The explicit aim was to
broaden the design of a large infrastructure project. Many di Ú erent sorts of actors were
involved. However, many high ranking governmental and industry representatives did
not participate in the open discussion, reserving their commentary until after the open
discussions were � nished. This lessened the legitimacy of the procedure in the eyes of the
public; 71% of the participants surveyed reported that citizens had little in� uence on the
outcomes.

During the planning process dissension emerged about the amount of new space
needed for the harbour redesign. The proposed area ranged from 2000 ha to zero. After
consultation, VERM concluded that there was general agreement on a space shortage of
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approximately 1000 ha by the year 2018. Non-government organizations involved did
not agree, however. In their opinion, the harbour companies were not using their land
as e Ý ciently as possible, for it is currently more economical to expand than to clean up
and re-use polluted terrain.

In the � nal report, VERM speci� cally mentioned design ideas that emerged from
participatory sessions. The proposed solutions were designed to ease road congestion,
reduce emissions and create sustainable mobility plans, and included ones for new water
ferries and passenger travel on the Betuwelijn, bicycle buses bound for new nature areas
(young dynamic dunes), and goods transport over water and by underground pipelines.
The � nal project decision was to build a new harbour. This decision entailed a number
of measures and studies to see if some polluting activities could be moved out of the
harbour. It also stipulated that some of the consequences of the harbour redesign would
be studied in more detail. This would never have happened without the open planning
process.

This case demonstrates anticipation, not only on an ad-hoc basis, but as an on-going
process with further articulation while the plans unfold. It also included social learning
as participants developed a better understanding of all the issues at stake and learned
about how to organize an open planning procedure. Second order learning did happen,
as controversy forced participants to review their own values and assumptions about the
need for expansion. The level of re� exivity among actors was apparent, as they developed
alternatives and gained understanding of the relationship between speci� c design choices
and their associated impacts.

Final Remarks

In the sustainable development debate, quick implementation of new technologies is a
political priority. Convincing people to accept such new technologies as biotechnology,
that hold promises (but also threats) for sustainable development, is high on the agenda
of many governments. To overcome the problem of resistance to new technologies, � rms
are increasingly anticipating the prospective social e Ú ects, especially when developing
‘sensitive’ technologies. They enter into discussions with social groups at an early stage.
At times, environmental groups also seek contact with the � rms and some governments
and agencies attempt to support this kind of co-operation.35 Researchers and practitioners
attempting to develop the CTA perspective are following this trend and trying to
modulate it. The development of the CTA perspective is to be understood as an attempt
to articulate what is going on and which steps could be taken to improve the integration
of technology and society. Such an integration cannot be achieved through research
alone, or simply through technology assessment. Rather, the character of the design
process is in need of change. It must be broadened to encompass social aspects and
actors. The goal is to embed anticipation as a regular, frequent activity beginning early
in technology design processes and to encourage re� exive and learning processes to
emerge.

Cases discussed in this article show the di Ý culties and promises of this approach.
The harbour case shows that in broadening the design phase the plans � nally chosen
integrated various aspects (harbour expansion, and social and environmental impacts)
and included new kinds of solutions. The challenge was to establish a broadly accepted
legitimacy for the design process and its outcomes. The novel protein food case shows
that a CTA process could lead to the development of a new R&D priority. It also shows,
however, that CTA e Ú orts are fragile and can easily be abandoned as CTA practices will
not accompany further R&D activities on novel protein foods. In this case, institutional-
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ization of CTA was lacking. The Rathenau case was a special case, because the history
of the Rathenau Institute is so closely connected to the development of the CTA
perspective. Yet, Rathenau has not been involved in implementing CTA because the
de� nition of its mission has shifted to keeping the Dutch Parliament and public policy
makers well informed about technology development.

In the long-run, proliferation of CTA practices could lead to a change in the
current pattern of technology management (which separates design of technology and
management of its impacts). New institutions that will become platforms for the
constructive integration of technology and society will emerge.36 It is labelled constructive
because all those a Ú ected share responsibility for the design, construction, application
and e Ú ects of the technology from the outset. In the existing situation no one claims
responsibility for the e Ú ects. To technology developers, the public sphere must deal with
negative e Ú ects because, in their view, the e Ú ects usually derive from the manner in
which individuals use the technology, not from the hardware itself. The users and others
do not feel responsible for the negative e Ú ects because they assume that producers should
not be allowed to produce technologies that cause adverse reactions; they subsequently
call for protection from the government. If CTA practices are incorporated into the
design process, proponents and opponents will both become responsible for giving
meaning to technology and its e Ú ects. This will not only change the public policy process
(both technology development and technology assessment policy) but also e Ú ect a new
technology politics.
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